Abstract
Introduction
Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are userprogrammable devices intended for rapid prototyping and small-scale production of digital circuits. An FPGA is a two-dimensional array of logic blocks which can be interconnected by programmable routing wires and switches placed in the channels between the rows and columns of logic blocks. The logic blocks can implement a large variety of functions of a few input variables-up to 5 or so. Current FPGAs can be classified into two types based on their logic block structure: lookup table-based and multiplexer-based. An m-input lookup table (LUT) is a static RAM which can implement any function of at most m inputs. A multiplexer-based logic block consists of a multi-level arrangement of small multiplexers (muxea). Figure 1 shows the logic blocks used in various FPGAs [l, 161. The FPGA technology mapping problem is to map a logic circuit onto the logic blocks of an FPGA, while minimizing an objective function such as area, delay, or a combination of both. FPGA mapping cannot be performed efficiently using conventional library-based techniques due to the large number of functions which can be implemented by a logic block. We present an exact approach to FPGA mapping, where the problem is efficiently formulated as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem. The general MILP problem [14] is to minimize a linear objective function in terms of integer or real variables subject to some linear constraints. The proposed MILP-based approach to FPGA mapping has the following advantages over the existing techniques which employ heuristics.
1. It generates optimal mappings, which are often much better than those produced by conventional heuristic techniques, as demonstrated by our experimental results. For example, our technique gives an optimal mapping of 64 5-input X3000-style LUTs for the ISCAS-85 benchmark circuit c499 [2] . The best result reported for c499 using other techniques [9] is 74 5-input LUTs. 2. It is a very flexible approach, since a variety of logic blocks composed of LUTs, muxes, or indeed, any logic structure, can be accommodated. Existing techniques are restricted to one particular logic block structure.
It can be easily modified to optimize area, delay or a combinationof both, just by changing the objective function or adding a few constraints. Prior techniques are designed to optimize just one of these goals. Moderately large circuits can be mapped optimally in a small amount of time using the MILP approach directly. Very large circuits can be mapped near-optimally by partitioning the circuits and mapping each partition individually using the MILP approach.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the mapping problem. Section 3 briefly reviews the general technique for solving MILP problems. Section 4 describes our MILP formulation for LUT-based FPGAs. Section 5 explains the circuit partitioning approach to speed up the algorithm. Section 6 addresses the mu-based logic blocks. The experimental results are presented in Section 7.
Problem Statement
The input to the FPGA technology mapping process is a gate-level description of a combinational logic circuit C. We model C by a directed graph G, where the gates are represented by nodes, and the interconnections are represented by edges. We may also use functional information about C , such a s the type and inversion parity of the gates, for example when using multiplexer-based logic blocks. The type and inversion parity of gates are ignored in the case of LUT-based logic blocks, since a LUT of size m can implement any function with at most m inputs. Figure 2 shows a small example. The technology mapping process is often preceded by a technology-independent logic minimization step performed using, for example, the mis logic synthesis package [6] . In our experiments, we perform the same technology-independent minimization to make our results comparable with prior work.
We make the following general assumptions about the circuit C. 1. Every gate in C has a fanin less than or equal to the size m of the logic block.
2.
Inverters are merged with the input lines of the gates. This reduces the size of C and G, which improves the execution speed of MILP approach.
3.
When a node v fans out to multiple nodes, we can replicate a subcircuit rooted at v for every outgoing edge. This subcircuit replication can reduce the number of LUTs, as explained below.
In general, the FPGA technology mapping problem is to map the graph G using the logic blocks of a given FPGA F such that:
1. Every node of G is included in at least one logic block of F . In this example, nodes j, g and h are replicated to reduce the number of LUTs.
The mapping problem for logic blocks can be solved to optimize various objective functions. The area and delay objectives refer to the number of logic blocks and the number of levels of logic blocks respectively, in the cover of G. An extensive survey of heuristic mapping algorithms for various logic block structures and mapping objectives is presented in [15] . A representative technique using LUTs for area minimization is Chortle-crf [9], which considers various decompositions of a gate using an approximate bin-packing technique, but exploits node replication only to a limited extent. The mapping problem under area minimization has been shown to be NP-complete for LUTs of size greater than 4 [7] . On the other hand, an optimal-delay cover of a circuit can be generated using a polynomial-time algorithm called FlowMap [4] , but the area of the cover is unbounded. A modification of FlowMap [3] determines the optimal-delay mapping, and then allows a fked increase in delay to reduce area. However, a more practical objective would be to reduce delay with the area k e d , since an FPGA contains a fixed number of LUTs. As explained later, our MILP formulation can optimize either area or delay while restricting the other parameter. 
Mixed Integer Linear Programming
The goal of mixed integer linear programming (MILP) is to minimize (or maximize) a linear objective function of a set of integer or real variables while satisfying a system of linear constraints [14] . The MILP problem is stated below in the usual matrix notation. The linear programming problem can be solved efficiently by the classic simplex algorithm [5] . We outline this algorithm using the following small example.
Minimize an adjacent corner until a corner corresponding to an optimal L P solution is reached. For the current example, the path traced by the algorithm is from (0,O) to (0,2) and then to (1.5,1.5), which is the optimal solution.
We now briefly explain a widely-used method for solving an MILP problem which employs a branchand-bound technique for implicitly enumerating the values of integer variables x. At every step in the algorithm, we solve a subproblem of the original MILP problem where a subset of integer variables are fixed and the remaining variables are considered to be real. This is called an L P relaxation subproblem. Only a small portion of the tree is explored if efficient pruning criteria are used. Consider the above LP example where now 2 1 and 22 are required to be integers. The feasible MILP solutions are shown in Fig. 3(a) . The L P relaxation problem has an optimal solution of (21, 22) = (1.5,1.5) represented by node A of Fig.   3(b) . We branch on variable 21, and solve the subproblem corresponding to 21 < 1. The next optimal solution sets 22 to 3 (node B). A feasible IP solution is found at the third node C where 22 5 1. The optimality of the IP solution corresponding to node C is verified after nodes D and E are traversed.
LUT-based FPGAs
We first present the MILP formulation for technology mapping of LUT-based logic blocks to minimize various objectives.
Area minimization: When graph G is covered by a set of LUTs, a node of G can be mapped on the output of a LUT, or it can be embedded inside a LUT. We term the node external in the former case, and internal otherwise. In Fig. 2 , the only external nodes are o and p . Our MILP formulation assigns a binary decision variable external to every node of G: externaqq is 1 if node i is external, and 0 if node i is internal. The objective is to minimize the number of LUTs, which is just the sum of external variables over all nodes.
We have to ensure that the size of every LUT is less than or equal to m. We Fig. 2 has two reconvergent node-pairs, [f, 4 and [f, p].
Our MILP formulation has various types of constraints involving the above variables. We explain these constraints below using the example in Fig. 2. 
Boundary conditions:
The external variables are set to 1 for primary inputs and outputs.
Size constraints:
The size variable for every node should be less than or equal to the LUT size m. In Fig. 2 
= 3 + 4 -2 = 5
The MILP formulation for an area-minimization mapping of the graph in Fig. 2(a) is given in Fig. 4 . A key feature of our formulation is that the number of integer variables is V; these are the external variables. Clearly, V is the minimum number of integer variables in any formulation, since we need to assign at least one decision variable for every node. The size and reconvergence variables depend on external variables, and can be defined as real since they are forced to be integers in the optimal solution. There are V size variables, and at most E reconvergence variables, since a node with fanin f can be a source node in at most f -1 reconvergent node-pairs. Thus the total number of variables is less than 2V + E, which is quite small.
Boundary conditions: 
Delay minimization:
We define a level variable for every node, which is the level of the node in the LUT cover of G. The level of node i is the maximum level among all its input nodes if i is an internal node, and one more than the maximum level if it is external. If i has j and k as fanin nodes, then we use the following constraint.
ZeveZ[i] = ezternaZ[i] + mas{ l e v e l b ] , leveZ[k]}
We can linearize this constraint using the two inequalities given below. The optimal solution will ensure that the above constraint is satisfied.
The level variables are defined as real, since they depend on external variables, and thus are implicitly forced to be integer in the optimal solution.
Delay minimization with fixed area: We assume the FPGA to be an array of N x N LUTs. Area can be fixed, while minimizing delay, by adding just one constraint, i.e. Figure 5 : High-level model [lo] of the c880 ISCAS85 benchmark circuit and its partition.
*:Unable to complete due to enormous circuit size t:Obtained by running mis-pga $:Quoted from [7] Table 1: LUT-based mapping of ISCAS-85 circuits with and without partitioning.
Circuit Partitioning
The execution time for our MILP approach on an IBM RS6OOO workstation varies from a few CPU seconds for small circuits with fewer than 50 gates to about an hour for large circuits with over 500 gates. We now present a technique to reduce the computation time for very large circuits by partitioning the circuits, and mapping each subcircuit independently. The required number of LUTs remains the same or increases only marginally as a result of partitioning.
Consider a partition of graph G which has a cutsize of K . The cutsize of a partition is defined as the number of nodes whose fanout edge(s) are cut by the partition. Let No be the number of LUTs in the optimal cover of G, and N be the number of LUTs in the cover of G obtained after partitioning G. We can easily show that N 5 No + K . Thus the main criterion for an efficient partition is a small cutsize. The high-level specification of a circuit provides a natural and efficient partition for mapping purposes. We have studied the effect of partitioning on the optimality and execution time for some ISCAS-85 benchmark circuits [2] , as shown in Table 1 . The circuits are partitioned according to the high-level models described in [lo] . Figure 5 shows the high-level model of c880 circuit, which is an 8-bit ALU. We obtained an efficient partition of cutsize 9 for c880.
Our results show that partitioning drastically reduces the execution time while resulting in almost the same number of LUTs as the optimal cover of the unpartitioned circuit. We found that mzs-pga [12] generates covers for c6288 of 478 and 898 LUTs with and without partitioning, respectively. This suggests that the existing heuristic techniques may not work well for very large circuits, and partitioning might significantly improve the quality of solution for these techniques. 6 Multiplexer-based FPGAs
We now describe an MILP formulation of the FPGA mapping problem for mux-based logic blocks.
Since FPGAs like the Actel ACTl and ACT2 series attach auxiliary functions (AND or OR gates) to the multiplexers, we need a very general MILP formulation that can accommodate functional information such as the types of gates used in the logic blocks. The MILP approach has the ability to handle such functional constraints.
We model a 2"-to-1 multiplexer as a LUT of size n+ 1, where one input is restricted to be in either true or complemented form, but not both, in the function realized by the LUT. This restricted input acts as the data input of the multiplexer, while the remaining inputs are the select inputs. Consider the MILP formulation for the ACT1 logic block of Fig. 1 . We treat the logic block as a 3-input L U T with one data input, and an optional OR gate feeding one of the other two inputs. (The OR gate was apparently included in the ACTl logic block to enable the realization of a 4 input OR gate.) Figure 6 shows an optimal cover for the circuit of Fig. 2 obtained via our MILP method.
To map a circuit using ACTl logic blocks, we add the following constraints and variables to the basic MILP formulation developed in Sec. 4 (Fig. 4) .
Gate-inversion calculation: Unlike the LUT-based logic blocks, we have to ensure that the inversion parity of the paths from the primary inputs to the primary outputs in the cover of G exactly match those in the input circuit C. The inversion parity of a path is 0 (1) if the path contains an even (odd) number of inversions. We assign a binary variable inversion to every node of G: inversion[i] is 0 ( l ) , if the inversion parity of the path from the primary inputs to i in C and its cover are the same (opposite). In Fig. 6 , inversion [l] = 1 since C and its cover have opposite inversion parity from e to 6.
Data input constraint: We have to ensure that every multiplexer has at least one restricted input which can act as the data input. We introduce a variable data-size for every node: data-size[i] counts the number of restricted inputs feeding node i. The data-size variable is similar to the size variable in the LUT case, which counts the number of inputs feeding a node. If the reconvergent paths from a source node to a sink node have opposite inversion parities, then the datasize variable for the source node is set to 0. In Fig.  6 , the paths from f to o have opposite parities, thus
OR gate mapping: We define a binary variable orgate for every node, where or-gate[i] = 1, if i is mapped to the OR gate in an ACT1 logic block, and 0 otherwise. In the circuit of Fig. 6 , only node f has or-gate = 1.
The area objective is defined as the sum of the ezternal and inversion variables for the primary outputs, because an inverted primary output in the cover of C requires a logic block t o correct its inversion parity.
Experimental Results
We have solved the foregoing MILP problems using the OSL package developed by IBM Corp. [ l l ] . OSL is an optimization tool which can solve LP problems with millions of variables and constraints. We define our MILP problems in a high level modeling language, called AMPL [SI. We have written a program for generating the MILP formulation from the circuit netlist, whose time complexity is O(V2).
We have mapped various MCNC benchmark circuits on both types of FPGAs. We first perform technology-independent logic minimization using the mis logic synthesis package [6] . We use the mas script provided by Francis et ad. [9] . We then decompose the circuit into an equivalent circuit of 2-input gates using the tech-decomp -a2 -02 function from the mas package. These preprocessing steps are performed to compare our results with those from the LevelMap algorithm [7] , which uses the same steps.
LUT-based logic blocks: We assume the size of LUT to be 5, as in the Xilinx X3000 FPGAs. Table 3 : Number of levels of 5-input LUTs required by MCNC benchmark circuits.
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Area minimization:
The mapping results for various MCNC benchmark circuits from our MILP approach are compared in Table 2 with the best results from prior techniques [7] . Our results are significantly better due to the inherent optimality of the MILP approach. We have also observed that the optimal solution is usually obtained in a few minutes for very large circuits, but the MILP solver takes a much longer time to verify its optimality. Therefore very good solutions can be obtained quickly without completely solving the MILP problem.
Our algorithm decomposes the nodes of G into nodes with fanin less than the LUT size m, before the technology mapping process. Therefore, we do not compare our technique with the techniques such as mas-pga [12] , which use functional information to perform node decomposition during the technologymapping step.
Delay minimization with fixed area: We choose a few MCNC benchmark circuits which can be mapped on an FPGA of size 8 x 8. We then minimize the number of levels of LUTs while mapping the circuits on the chosen FPGA. We map a few MCNC benchmark circuits using the ACTl logic blocks, and compare our algorithm to mis-pga [13] in Table 4 . mis-pga, constructs a binary decision diagram (BDD) or an if-then-else directed acyclic graph for every node in the circuit graph. It then maps every BDD using ACTl logic blocks, since a BDD node corresponds to a 2-to-1 multiplexer. Thus mzs-pga performs logic synt hesis and technology mapping in conjunction. On the other hand, we assume that logic synthesis, i. e. technology-independent minimization and node decomposition, is performed prior to our technology mapping aIgorithm. Nevertheless, the results produced by the MILP and mis-pga(new) algorithms are comparable, as shown in Table 4 . 8 
Conclusions and Future Directions
We have designed an efficient MILP formulation for the FPGA technology mapping problem which can generate truly optimal results. We have demonstrated that these results are considerably better than those obtained from prior heuristic techniques for various MCNC benchmark circuits. The MILP approach is highly flexible, since it can be applied to a wide range of logic block architectures. Another advantage of our approach is that the objective function can be easily modified to optimize area, delay, or a combination of both. Prior techniques, on the other hand, were aimed at a specific logic block architecture and a specific objective function. We have also shown that the execution time for very large circuits can be reduced drastically with little or no loss in optimality by partitioning the circuit, and mapping each subcircuit individually.
Our MILP formulation currently handles logic blocks that consist of a single LUT or a single multiplexer with an OR gate. We are extending it to handle logic blocks with any multi-output and multilevel arrangement of LUTs, multiplexers, AND and OR gates, e.g. the Xilinx X4000 logic block which has two levels of LUTs with two outputs. The general MILP method can be used for comparative studies of various types of logic blocks, leading to the design of efficient logic block architectures. The MILP method can also be used to select the most appropriate FPGA Multiplexer-based logic blocks:
family for a particular circuit design.
